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12 of 12 review helpful Fascinating Matter Engaging Manner By Anne Mills Another wonderful book from historian 
Barry Cunliffe who can meld archaelogy and history into a fascinating tale better than any other writer I know This 
book traces the history of the British Isles from the earliest human habitation up to the Norman Conquest Most of the 
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book therefore is based on archaelogical records rather than on written ones The last Ice Age which came to an end 
about 12 000 years ago swept the bands of hunter gatherers from the face of the land that was to become Britain and 
Ireland but as the ice sheets retreated and the climate improved so human groups spread slowly northwards re 
colonizing the land that had been laid waste From that time onwards Britain and Ireland have been continuously 
inhabited and the resident population has increased from a few hundreds to more than 60 million Cunliffe steers a 
masterful course thorugh more than 11 millennia of human development This beautifully produced and informative 
work of synthesis and interpretation will provide an ideal starting point for those interested in the British past and a 
usefu 
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